Abstract-This paper presents a performance investigation of a wearable distributed-deflection sensor in arterial pulse waveform measurement. Built on a flexible substrate, the sensor entails a polymer microstructure embedded with an electrolyte-enabled resistive transducer array. By pressing the sensor against an artery with hold-down pressure exerted by two fingers, the pulse signal from the artery deflects the microstructure and registers as a resistance change by the transducer at the artery site. The radial and carotid pulse signals of five subjects are recorded via the sensor. Related signal-processing algorithms are written in Matlab to remove motion artifacts from a recorded pulse signal, extract its key tonometric parameters, and calculate the Pulse Wave Velocity (PWV) and radial and carotid Augmentation Index (AI). Whereas the tonometric parameters of the measured radial and carotid pulse waveforms on each subject are consistent with the related findings in the literature, the difference in tonometric parameters among the subjects also reveals physiological significance. The measured PWV and radial and carotid AI of the subjects show good agreement with how they should vary with age, gender and hypertension. Finally, the effect of the hold-down pressure on a measured pulse signal and the repeatability of the sensor are examined.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A S THE single leading cause of death worldwide, cardiovascular diseases (CVD) have been studied for their diagnosis and treatment over the years. In current clinic practice, the brachial systolic and diastolic blood pressures are routinely measured and used for evaluating the cardiovascular condition of a patient. However, the central arterial pressure wave is composed of a forward traveling wave generated by left ventricular ejection and a later arriving reflected wave from the periphery. Thus, arterial pressure varies continuously over the cardiac cycle and varies across the whole cardiovascular system. Then, the two brachial blood pressures fail to provide enough information on diagnosis and evaluation of CVD. In contrast, arterial pulse waveforms are intimately associated with the physiological condition of the cardiovascular system and thus provide valuable information on diagnosis and treatment of CVD. Currently, measuring arterial pulse waveforms of a patient during a doctor visit is not a routine yet, due to a lack of related affordable and convenient diagnostic tools. Meanwhile, long-term regular monitoring of an individual's hemodynamic parameters is needed not only for optimized treatment of CVD, but also for early diagnosis of CVD. As such, there is a high demand for affordable and wearable sensors that allow untrained individuals regularly monitoring their arterial pulse waveforms by themselves. Arterial stiffness has served as a hallmark for diagnosing the cardiovascular condition of an individual, and has been commonly evaluated in terms of the Pulse Wave Velocity (PWV) [1] and Augmentation Index (AI) [2] , [3] , because these two clinic indices have been associated with CVD risk, mortality and morbidity [4] - [6] , and the risk and predictor of incident cardiovascular events [1] , [7] . Both PWV and AI are obtained from arterial pulse waveforms. Toward this end, a number of arterial pulse monitoring systems have been developed and can be classified into two groups: invasive and non-invasive. The invasive arterial pulse monitoring involves cardiac catheterization and recording of the blood pressure in the ascending aorta using a pressure-sensing catheter, and provides the most complete and accurate information concerning the cardiovascular condition. However, it is highly invasive and clearly unsuitable for use in routine screening and long-term monitoring of large populations [8] . Meanwhile, quite a few noninvasive portable arterial tonometric devices are commercially available for recording arterial pulse waveforms at sites distal to the aorta, such as carotid, radial and brachial arteries. These tonometric devices include a flexible pulse monitoring system from Pressure Profile System (PPS) [9] , the Millar SPT device that assess the cardiovascular system by delivering high-fidelity blood pressure (BP) waveforms [10] , the CASPal system that measures Central Aortic Systolic Pressure (CASP) from HealthStats [11] , and Complior from Alam Medical [12] . However, these devices are not easy to use by an untrained individual and particularly cannot be worn comfortably for monitoring whenever needed.
We have developed a wearable distributed-deflection sensor for an untrained individual to measure his arterial pulse waveforms. Built on a flexible substrate, the sensor encompasses a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microstructure embedded with an electrolyte-enabled transducer array, which allows an untrained individual to easily align the sensor above an artery for its pulse measurement. Microfluidics technology is employed to fabricate the sensor and thus ensures its affordability [13] . A preliminary study was conducted on the feasibility of the sensor for pulse waveform measurement [14] . In the preliminary study [14] , the sensor was used to measure the carotid pulse signals of two subjects under two conditions: at-rest and post-exercise and the radial pulse signal of one subject at-rest. A signal-processing algorithm was written to estimate the baseline drift (or motion artifacts) and extract the following arterial tonometric parameters: ratio of systolic peak versus diastolic peak and a few time durations, from these measured pulse signals. Robustness of the sensor to motion artifacts was validated by the difference in carotid pulse signal between at-rest and post-exercise.
To move the sensor closer toward practical utility, this paper presents a performance investigation of the sensor in arterial pulse waveform measurement. As compared with our previous related work [14] , the original contributions of this paper include: 1) the radial and carotid pulse signals of five subjects at-rest are systematically measured and thoroughly analyzed for their physiological indications; 2) the signal-processing algorithm in [14] is used to process the recorded pulse signals and a new signal-processing algorithm is further written to calculate carotid-radial PWV of three subjects and radial and carotid AI of five subjects from their pulse signals; 3) the measured parameters, PWV and AI, are compared with the related findings in the literature for evaluating the efficacy of the sensor in arterial pulse waveform measurement; 4) the effect of hold-down pressure on a measured pulse signal is examined; and 5) the repeatability of the sensor is also studied. Fig. 1 depicts the configuration and working principle of the sensor. Sitting on a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate, the sensor entails a rectangular PDMS microstructure embedded with an electrolyte-filled microchannel with a cross section of 1 mm×80μm. A set of five indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode pairs on the PET substrate are evenly distributed along the microchannel length. The portion of elctrolyte between an electrode pair functions as a resistive transducer, whose resistance varies with the geometry of this portion of electrolyte and is routed out by the electrode pair. Thus, one body of electrolyte and five electrode pairs form a 5×1 transducer array underneath the microstructure. The transducer array spans 6 mm and has a spatial resolution of 1.5 mm. A pulse signal acting on the microstructure translates to distributed deflection of the microstructure at the top of the microchannel and thus geometrical reduction of the microchannel along its length, which registers as resistance changes at the locations of the transducers. During the sensor operation, an AC voltage serves as the input to the transducer array, and the output of a transducer routs out its resistance. The details about the sensor design and working principle can be found in the literature [14] - [16] .
II. WEARABLE DISTRIBUTED-DEFLECTION SENSOR
III. ARTERIAL PULSE SIGNAL ACQUISITION
A. Subjects and Measurement Protocol
Arterial pulse signals are measured on the following five subjects: 28yr-old female (28yr-F), 29yr-old female (29yr-F), 28yr-old male (28yr-M), 42yr-old female (42yr-F) and 50yr-old male (50yr-M). Except that the 50yr-M has hypertension, the rest subjects are healthy in general terms and are not known to have any CVDs. The same sensor is used to measure the radial and carotid pulse signals on the right side of a subject. All the measurements are conducted in a quiet temperature-controlled (∼24°C) room. Before measuring pulse signal, a subject is required to take a 30min rest. During pulse measurement, a subject needs to keep calm and remain still in a sitting position. Each measurement takes approximately 1min. The investigator holding the sensor with two fingers also needs to remain still until the measurement is finished, so that the sensor position and finger positions are unchanged. These protocols are mainly aimed at minimizing motion artifacts in a recorded pulse signal. To measure the carotid-radial PWV, the pulse signals at the carotid and radial arteries of a subject need to be recorded simultaneously. Another sensor is brought in for this purpose. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the sensor is placed on either the radial artery or the carotid artery and two fingers are used to hold the sensor and press the sensor against the artery for acquiring its pulse signal. Owing to the small curvature of the wrist and the neck, the sensor is bent modestly for measuring a pulse signal. Thus, despite being not flexible, the ITO electrodes do not suffer from cracks and compromise the quality of measurement. In this work, the hold-down pressure against an artery is roughly controlled by varying the finger-holding strength. In the literature [2] , [9] , some mechanisms are used to hold a sensor on an artery and precisely control the hold-down pressure for measuring a pulse signal. Since such mechanisms are not convenient to be carried around, we simply use fingers to roughly control hold-down pressure during a pulse measurement. Although hold-down pressure cannot be quantitatively controlled by fingers, it does serve well the purpose for an untrained individual to use this sensor as a point-of-care diagnostic tool whenever needed. Furthermore, the pulse strength at an artery and the tissue between the artery and the sensor vary among individuals. The hold-down pressure needs to accommodate individuals for acquiring a good pulse signal, as will be detailed later on.
As illustrated in Fig. 3 (a), the sensor should be placed on an artery with its transducer array normal to the artery for recording its pulse signal. The mean dimater of the right radial artery is 2.3 ± 0.4 mm [18] , and the mean diamter of the carotid artery is 6.10 ± 0.80 mm in women and 6.52 ± 0.98 mm in men [19] . The 6 mm-long and 1.5 mm-resolution transducer array allows an untrained individual to easily align at least one transducer at the site of an artery. Then, the arterial pulse sends a time-varying load on the top of the microstructure and registers as a resistance change by the transducer at the artery site. Cross-talk among the transducers has been found to be trivial and not affect the pulse signal acquired by the transducer at the artery site [14] .
In addition to influence the sensor-artery interaction, the hold-down pressure also affects the blood flow at the artery, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . As such, both pulse strength and pulse waveform are expected to vary with the hold-down pressure. By varying the finger-holding strength, three levels of hold-down pressure: low, medium and high, are roughly implemented to examine the effect of the hold-down pressure on a measured pulse signal. Fig. 4 illustrates the signal acquisition system for recording a pulse signal as a resistance signal via the sensor. To monitor the resistances of the transducer array, a high-frequency AC voltage signal from the function generator serves as the input of the transducer array. Connected to DC power supplies, interface electronics implemented on Printed Circuit Board (PCB) are used to amplify and demodulate the output of a transducer, which further feeds into a LabVIEW program for real-time examination via a DAQ (Data Acquisition) board. All the pulse signals are recorded at a sample rate of 1 kHz for a 10s time period. The details about this signal acquisition system can be found in the literature [15] , [16] .
B. Signal Acquisition System
IV. SIGNAL-PROCESSING ALGORITHMS A. Arterial Pulse Waveform
The signal-processing algorithm for estimating motion artifacts and extracting the related tonometric parameters from a recorded pulse signal was developed and briefly described in our previous work [14] . Here, we provide the details about this algorithm. Fig. 5(a) illustrates the signal flow chart for processing an originally recorded pulse signal to obtain its pulse waveform. The originally recorded data for a pulse signal via the sensor is the resistance, R(t), of a transducer as a function of time. When the sensor is not placed on an artery (i.e., free of load), the height of a transducer is defined as the original height, h e . Owing to fabrication variation, the original height varies among the transducers. Its resistance is defined as the original resistance, R 0 [20] :
where is the electrical conductivity of the electrolyte used; and d e , w e and h e are the length, width and height of a transducer, respectively. When the sensor is pressed against an artery, the height of a transducer is reduced and this height is defined as the initial height, h e . The corresponding resistance of the transducer is defined as the initial resistance, R 0 . Owing to motion artifacts, such as respiration of a subject and shaking of the fingers holding the sensor, the initial transducer height, h e (t), varies with time, so does the initial resistance R 0 (t):
Thus, the resistance change of a transducer relative to its initial resistance, instead of its original resistance, corresponds to the sensor deflection caused by a pulse signal. Motion artifacts lead to baseline drift (i.e., fluctuation of the initial resistance over time) in the recorded resistance signal. Previously, we developed a signal-processing algorithm in Matlab to obtain the time-varying initial resistance and then remove baseline drift in a recorded pulse signal via normalizing the base [14] . This algorithm contains the Discrete Meyer Wavelet Transformation (DMWT) and Cubic Spline Estimation (CSE) and has been proven to be very effective in baseline drift removal, in the sense that this algorithm is capable of restoring a pulse signal recorded when a subject breathing heavily post-exercise [14] . Thus, the resistance change free of motion artifacts can be obtained by:
where z s (t) is the sensor deflection at a transducer. Then, the sensor deflection at a transducer can be obtained from its resistance change and initial resistance:
This sensor deflection represents the measured pulse signal free of motion artifacts.
B. Key Tonometric Parameters
The key tonometric parameters of a pulse cycle are defined in Fig. 6(a) . H1 and H5 are the systolic peak and diastolic peak, respectively. The ratio of systolic peak and diastolic peak (H1/H5) bears physiological significance and thus is extracted from a pulse signal here. The upstroke time, t1, is the duration between onset and the systolic peak. While the systolic time, t2, is the duration between onset and the diastolic notch (or incisura), the diastolic time, t3, is the duration between the diastolic notch and end. The duration of one pulse cycle is T.
As shown in Fig. 5(b) , one algorithm is written in Matlab to extract these tonometric parameters, where findpeaks function is repeatedly used in different settings to obtain desired tonometric parameters. First, findpeaks function is applied to a pulse signal to find the location and the value of H1 of each pulse cycle in the pulse signal. By setting the pulse height right above the diastolic peak, the locations and the values of H1 and H5 in each pulse cycle are obtained. Then, setdiff function is applied to extract only the location and the value of H5 in each pulse cycle. To calculate the pulse duration, T, a pulse signal is multiplied by -1 and findpeaks function is applied to find the locations of the peaks, which corresponds to the onset of pulse cycles in the pulse signal. The time interval between two consecutive onsets is the pulse duration. Subtracting the location of the onset from the location of H1 in each pulse cycle gives rise to t1. To extract t2, a pulse signal is flipped by multiplied by −1. Findpeaks function is then applied to the flipped signal to find all the locations of incisura, which is followed by applying findpeaks function to find the locations of all the onsets and the incisura. Then, t2 is extracted by applying setdiff function to the two sets of the peaks. Finally, t3 is calculated as T-t2. Note that a 10s pulse signal contains 10 ∼ 15 pulse cycles. Each calculated tonometric parameter is the average value of all the pulse cycles of a 10s pulse signal.
C. Pulse Wave Velocity
Owing to its transit path spanning the artery of the upper limb [6] , carotid-radial PWV serves as a non-invasive direct indicator of arterial stiffness, and can be easily obtained from the pulse signals measured at the body surface. As illustrated in Fig. 6(b) , this PWV is estimated by the transit distance, L, between the carotid artery and radial artery divided by time delay, t, from the simultaneously measured pulse signals at the two arteries [25] :
The transit distance is measured on the body surface of a subject using a flexible ruler. The PWV of a subject is measured only once. The measured strongest pulse signals of the radial and carotid arteries are used for calculating the PWV. To find the onset of a carotid pulse cycle or a radial pulse cycle, a pulse signal is multiplied by −1, and then findpeaks function is applied to the flipped pulse signal to find the location of the onset. The time difference between a carotid pulse cycle and its corresponding radial pulse cycle is the time delay. The calculated time delay on a subject is the average value from all the pulse cycles of the two 10s pulse signals.
D. Radial and Carotid AI
Augmentation is a manifestation of early wave reflection and the boost of pressure from the systolic shoulder to the systolic pressure peak [4] , [27] . Increased radial AI and carotid AI have been directly linked with several risk factors, such as diabetes, hypertension and end-stage renal failure and has significant effect on the future cardiovascular diseases. As illustrated in Fig. 6(c) , the radial AI is calculated as the ratio of the first systolic peak to the second systolic peak (or infection point) [23] :
Conversely, the carotid pulse waveform can be divided in four types: A, B, C and D, with the observed augmentation accordingly [24] . Among the four types, there are two wave types that clearly distinguish elastic (Type C) and stiffer (Type A) arteries, as can be seen in Figs. 6(d) and 6(e). In a Type A subject, the peak systolic pressure occurs in late systole after a well-defined inflection point. In contrast, in a Type C subject, the peak systolic pressure precedes a well-defined inflection point. The carotid AI is calculated at the ratio of the difference between the inflection point of the waveform and peak systolic pressure as a percentage of the pulse pressure [28] :
To extract the carotid or radial AI from a pulse signal, the key is on determining the locations and values of inflection points, P2. Toward this, the fourth-order derivative [21] , [22] is first applied to the pulse signal to obtain its fourth-order derivative, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . Then, the locations of zero points in the fourth-order derivative are extracted by diff function. Representing inflection points, the locations of zero points are matched to the pulse signal to obtain the values of inflection points, P2. The value of systolic peak, P1, is easily found by applying findpeaks function to the pulse signal. As to carotid AI, SBP is the same as P1, DBP can be found by using findpeaks function to the flipped pulse signal.
V. MEASURED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Despite the same sensor being used for acquiring all the pulse signals, the transducer capturing the strongest pulse signal varies among all the measurements. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , two factors contribute to this variation: 1) the location of the transducer array relative to an artery varies among the measurements; and 2) the location of the two fingers relative to the transducer array varies among the measurements. Regardless of this variation, the strongest pulse signal acquired from three hold-down pressures at an artery is used to extract the tonometric parameters and AI of all the subjects, because they are believed to be closer to the genuine pulse signal.
Since the hold-down pressure influences the pulse strength, the absolute values of a measured pulse waveform do not bear much physiological significance. For better comparison among the measured pulse signals, the pulse cycles in a pulse signal are all normalized to their own systolic peaks, H1. Note that H1/H5 and AI are dimensionless and thus can be obtained without calibration of a pulse signal. 
A. Comparison Between Radial and Carotid Pulse Waveforms
Fig . 8 illustrates the normalized radial and carotid pulse waveforms measured on the five subjects. To validate their accuracy in capturing the physiological significance of a pulse signal, the key tonometric parameters of these pulse waveforms are summarized into Table I , for comparison with the related findings in the literature. First, the difference between radial and carotid pulse waveforms of a subject is compared. As illustrated in Fig. 8 , the diastolic notch in the radial pulse is deeper and smoother than the one in the carotid pulse; the upstroke swing is steep in the radial pulse, but is a little bit inclined in the carotid pulse. These two differences in the pulse shape between the radial and carotid pulses are consistent with the literature [31] . Furthermore, in the radial pulse waveform, the descending limb for the systolic peak is less steep than the ascending limb [31] . The duration of a pulse cycle stays the same at the radial and carotid arteries, since the heart rate determines the pulse cycle duration.
As the blood pressure wave travels from the highly elastic central arteries to the stiffer brachial artery, the upper portion of the wave becomes narrower, the systolic peak becomes more prominent and systolic pressure increases [31] , [32] . Therefore, H1/H5 goes up from the carotid pulse to the radial pulse. As shown in Table I , H1/H5 of all the five subjects increases from carotid to radial. The upstroke time, t1, goes up from radial to carotid for the five subjects, which is also in agreement with the literature [31] . The measured systolic ejection duration, t2, is slightly longer in the radial pulse than the carotid pulse [31] . Except the 28yr-M and 42yr-F subject, the rest four subjects exhibit this trend. The systolic ejection duration, t2, decreases with increasing heart rate. The 42yr-F has the fastest heart rate and thus registers the shortest t2 among the subjects. However, although the hypertensive subject has a slow heart rate, his systolic ejection duration is relatively short, as compared with the other three subjects. Women have a shorter diastolic duration, t3, than men [21] , which is also observed in Table I .
B. Comparison of PWV and AI among the Subjects
The measured carotid-radial PWV of the three subjects: 29yr-F, 28yr-M and 50yr-M, is summarized in Table II (a), together with the related data in the literature. The pulse signals measured on the other two subjects are not clear for unknown reasons, and thus their PWV is not available. The calculated carotid-radial PWV for the two subjects without hypertension is in line with the PWV values in the literature: a normal distribution of 9.01±1.2 m/s of 17 individuals with an age distribution of 32.8±9.5 years [8] . The measured carotidfemoral PWV on 204 apparently healthy subjects (88 men and 116women, age: 19-76 years) in the literature [2] shows that women have a lower PWV than men. As shown in the Table II(a), the 29yr-F exhibits a lower carotid-radial PWV than the 29yr-M. Aortic wave velocity increases with age, and is more than doubled from age 20 to 100, because of the increase in pulse pressure and systolic pressure. It is accentuated by hypertension and by arterial degeneration [33] . Thus, it is reasonable that the 50yr-M hypertensive subject exhibits the highest carotid-radial PWV, 15.36 m/s.
The carotid AI and radial AI of the five subjects are summarized in Table II (b) , together with the related data in the literature. At any age, the late systolic pressure wave is lower in the radial artery than in the carotid artery [33] and thus the radial AI is always positive. In contrast, the carotid AI can be negative and positive. A positive carotid AI implies an early wave reflection, while a negative carotid AI indicates a late wave reflection (occurring in late systole) [28] . With aging or increasing cardiovascular risk, arteries stiffen and AI becomes increasingly positive [29] . The radial AI measured on 632 subjects with no CVD in the literature [36] shows that the radial AI is significantly higher in women than in men (81.1 ± 16.1 versus 69.5 ± 16.3), and the radial AI in men increases slightly faster with age from 20's to 70's than the radial AI in women. According to another literature [2] , the radial AI is higher than the carotid AI regardless of sex (7.1 ± 20.2 versus 73.8 ± 18.5 for men and 18.6 ± 16.9 versus 84.5 ± 17.1 for women); and both the radial AI and carotid AI are higher in women than men. These two trends are both manifested in our measurements. As the healthiest subject, the 28yr-M registers a negative carotid AI and the lowest radial AI. The hypertensive 50yr-M subject exhibits the highest carotid AI and radial AI, validating the principle: AI is positively correlated with age, blood pressure and PWV. Fig. 9 shows the effect of hold-down pressure on the measured pulse signals at the radial and carotid arteries of the 28yr-F subject. These signals are all from the 5 th transducer and have the same original resistance. Thus, a low resistance indicates a high hold-down pressure. In Fig. 9(a) , as the hold-down pressure goes up, the absolute resistance drops. However, as shown in Fig. 9(b) , the high hold-down pressure does not result in a stronger pulse signal. In contrast, the low hold-down pressure yields the strongest pulse signal. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , a high hold-down pressure may block the blood flow, and then weaken the pulse signal. As the hold-down pressure is reduced, the blood flow can relatively freely flow through the radial artery and then strengthen the pulse signal. The normalized pulse waveforms in Fig. 9(c) show that the H1/H5 ratio in the strongest pulse signal is well above the one in the other two pulse signals. This indicates that the systolic peak is suppressed severely at high and medium holddown pressure, but is not suppressed much at low hold-down pressure. Also, owing to its weakness, the pulse signal at high hold-down pressure is noisier than the other two signals.
C. Effect of Hold-Down Pressure on a Measured Pulse Signal
Interestingly, as to the carotid artery, a high hold-down pressure translates to a strong pulse signal, as shown in Figs. 9(d) and 9(e). From the normalized pulse waveforms in Fig. 9(f) , it is clear that the stronger the pulse signal is, the less noisy it is. The difference in the effect of hold-down pressure on pulse signals between the radial and carotid artery can be explained by these three reasons: 1) the carotid artery has a diameter (∼6.1 mm) roughly three times larger than the diameter (∼2.3 mm) of the radial artery; 2) the radial artery is closer to the skin, but the carotid artery is deep under the skin; and 3) further away from the heart than the carotid artery, the radial artery demands a higher systolic pressure for blood flowing through it. As such, a high hold-down pressure can easily suppress the blood flow and consequently weaken the pulse signal at the radial artery, while without interfering much with the blood flow in the carotid artery.
According to Eqs. (1) and (2), the difference between the original resistance and the initial resistance of a transducer is indicative of the hold-down pressure, P H D :
The hold-down pressure inevitably fluctuates with time in a measured pulse signal. Fig. 10 examines how the pulse strength (or amplitude) varies with the hold-down pressure in the radial and carotid pulse signals of the 28yr-F subject measured at low and high hold-down pressure. As the holddown pressure fluctuates, the pulse strength also varies with time. However, there is no direct correlation between them, which might be caused by nonlinear and viscoelastic tissues in between, through which a pulse signal needs to travel to reach the sensor. Table III summarizes the H1/H5 ratio and the AI of the radial and carotid pulse signals of the 28yr-F and 28yr-M subjects measured at different hold-down pressure. Note that the radial H1/H5 ratio of the 28yr-M subject shows the same correlation with the hold-down pressure as the 28yr-F subject, but his carotid H1/H5 ratio does not show correlation with the hold-down pressure variation, which happens to be very small. Both the H1/H5 ratio and the AI of the two subjects fluctuate with the hold-down pressure. Taken together, the hold-down pressure has a profound effect on a measured pulse signal, in terms of its strength and its waveform [37] . Then, the question arises: what hold-down pressure is appropriate for acquiring a good pulse signal. If a good pulse signal is deemed as a signal with minimum noise and minimum distortion from the sensorartery interaction, then the best way to find an appropriate hold-down pressure is to measure the pulse signal at an artery at different hold-down pressure and identify the measured strongest pulse signal as the good pulse signal. Certainly, measurements on a large number of subjects need to be carried out to validate this conclusion. Meanwhile, the appropriate hold-down pressure for acquiring a good pulse signal is expected to vary among subjects, simply because a large individual variability exists in tissues between the sensor and the artery and the pulse strength.
D. Repeatability
In its practical utility, this sensor is considered to be attached to a wristband, which is loosely worn on a wrist for comfort of an individual. Whenever the individual needs to take his pulse signal, he simply takes off the wristband, places the sensor above an artery and presses the sensor against the artery with his fingers. To evaluate the repeatability of the sensor, three trials are carried out to measure the same pulse signal of a subject. In each trial, the sensor is realigned above an artery and similar finger-holding strength felt by the individual is used to press the sensor against the artery. Thus, the location of the transducer array relative to an artery and the location of the fingers relative to the transducer array vary among the three trials. Table IV summarizes the measured H1/H5 and AI of the radial and carotid pulse signals of the 28yr-F and 28yr-M subjects from three trials. Evidently, the hold-down pressure varies modestly among the trials, despite similar fingerholding strength. The fluctuation of the measured H1/H5 ratio and AI among the trials is comparable to that among the three hold-down pressures.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a performance investigation of a wearable distributed-deflection sensor in arterial pulse waveform measurement. Built on a flexible substrate, the sensor entails a PDMS microstructure embedded with an electrolyte-enabled 5 × 1 transducer array, with a 1.5 mm-resolution being compatible with the radial and carotid arterial dimensions. Via the sensor, the radial and carotid arterial pulse signals of five subjects are recorded as a resistance signal with motion artifacts. Related signal-processing algorithms are written in Matlab to remove motion artifacts from the resistance signal, extract the key tonometric parameters, and calculate the PWV and radial and carotid AI. While the measured difference between radial and carotid pulse waveforms of a subject is consistent with the related findings in the literature, the difference in the measured pulse waveform among the subjects also reveals related physiological significance. The measured carotid-radial PWV of three subjects manifests how the PWV should vary with gender and hypertension. The calculated radial and carotid AI of the five subjects captures its positive correlation with age, gender and hypertension. Additionally, the effect of the hold-down pressure on a measured pulse signal is examined, indicating that an appropriate hold-down pressure is the one capturing the strongest pulse signal. Meanwhile, the sensor exhibits reasonably good repeatability in measuring a pulse signal with similar finger-holding strength. As a result, this sensor has the potential of serving as a cheap and convenient point-of-care diagnostic tool for an untrained individual to keep track of his cardiovascular condition.
